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What's the difference between magic mouse 1 and 2

Magic Mouse is Apple's first released multi-touch cu-level Bluetooth mouse model for MacBook device sites. If these two models appear to be presented with a single button at a high level, it plays several roles. Mechanically pressed on the left will be a simple click and on the right it will act as a right click, like any normal mouse with two buttons. The only top
button of these mouse models in an 85% ratio is a multi-touch level across the width. This touch surface is right next to the Apple logo (apple) to the point where the button ends on the front. Through a simple swipe (drag) by the top it plays the role of motion, with other left and right swipe functions or strips with one and two fingers. Commands such as: smart
zoom in photos software, safari, preview, etc. (tap twice as fast with one finger), swipe left right with two fingers for open applications at full screen, mission control with double pressure with two fingers, plus other functions that can be configured from system settings→Mus. Point &amp; Click si More Gestures. Although between Magic Mouse and Magic
Mouse 2 is a distance of seven years, your functions on macOS are the same. Nothing new was brought in, nothing was brought out. However, if you buy Magic Mouse 2, you should know that it does not compatible with older versions of OS X 10.11 El Capitan. If you're going to connect Magic Mouse 2 to OS X Yosemite, it won't be recognized. As a design,
the two mouse models are almost identical. I still note one of the old little curved magic mouse (higher) of the new model. However, if you didn't have them both together, it's very difficult to realize this. After more than 4 years of daily use of Magic Mouse, I didn't feel any different when I passed Magic Mouse 2. Maybe just a slightly stronger click on the new
model, but here we should consider the abrasion and tears generated at times on the mechanical side. On the downside, we also deal with small differences. The Apple logo on the magic mouse is white, while the new model is black. Insignificant. Note, however, that in Magic Mouse 2 missing the green LED that indicates activity. Another difference visible at
the bottom is given with the big difference between the two models. The only person we can say Magic Mouse has buttons to remove the battery cover, while Magic Mouse 2 has a lightning port for internal battery charging. The old model comes with batteries or AA accumulators, while the new model has a rechargeable lithium-ion battery. It can be charged
from a laptop or with chargers from the iPhone, iPadUsing lightning cables. The mouse cannot be used when loading, but it only loads enough for one or two days in just 10 minutes. In about 2 hours, it loads 100%, and the usage time is more than a month. Mouse model (magic mouse si magic mouse 2) can also be used in Windows, but for a user who has
used one of these two models on the last Mac, you will find that on Microsoft OS, magic mouse behaves like a normal mouse, a dozen. These models do not come with Bluetooth receiver, but are known by Windows 10 operating systems, if they have drivers installed. On Apple's official page you can download Magic Mouse Driver for Windows 10. Apple
Magic Mouse vs. Magic Mouse 2 - Differences and Apple Mouse Compatibility Introduced in 2009 MouseManufacturAppleTypeMouseRelease DateOctober 20, 2009; 0)ConnectBluetoothPower2 AAPredecessorApple Mighty MouseSuccessorMagic Mouse 2 Upcoming ArticlesApple Keyboard Charger Keyboard ChargerWebsiteApple - Magic Mouse Magic
Multi-Touch Mouse is made and sold by Apple. [1] It first went on sale on October 20, 2009. [2] Magic Mouse is the first consumer mouse with multi-touch capabilities. [1] By taking after the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, and multi-touch trackpads, Magic Mouse allows the use of gestures like drag and scroll across the top level of the mouse to interact with
desktop computers. It connects via Bluetooth and runs on two AA batteries. Apple includes two un rechargeable batteries in the box. By 2016, Apple sold a battery charger that could charge two AA batteries that were suitable for Magic Mouse. Like your predecessor, the mighty mouse, the magic mouse is able to control clicking without having to combine the
key. [3] Mouse requires a minimum Mac OS X 10.5.8. It can be configured as a left-handed or right-handed two-button mouse, but the default is a single button. It uses laser tracking to increase pointer accuracy over previous-generation Apple mice. [4] Since release, it comes with a wireless keyboard with the 2009 generation iMacs, and is included with a
wired keyboard with Mac Pro 2010 workstations. It can also be purchased individually. The initial admission to the magic mouse was negative, with reactions to his inability to trigger Exposé, dashboards, or spaces, as his predecessor could, or to click into the middle. [5] Most of those features can be enabled in Magic Mouse using third-party tools. [6] Other
issues are focused on the magic mouse's ability to maintain stable connectivity to Mac Pro workstations. [7] Underside, the battery compartment moves the magic mouse underneath the gestures that can be done using the magic mouse. All gestures are supported on all platforms: double click buttons 360 degree scroll screen zoom screen pan two swipe one
finger swipe two fingers two tap one finger two hit gestures can be customized and new ones can be added via third-party software. [8] Inertia scrolling is said to be Available in Snow Leopard only after installing software updates, but it can also be enabled in Leopard with terminal command. [9] Despite these new features, the Magic Mouse still can't be left
and control click together. [10] [11] [12] Technical Specifications Source:[13] Tracking Method: Wireless Laser Tracking: Yes Resolution: 1300dpi Mac/PC: Mac &amp; PC Configuration Requirements: Bluetooth Enabled Mac PC OS X v10.5.8 or later with Mouse Bay Software Wire Update 1.0 Size: 115 × 58 × 22 mm Weight: 105 g (including battery), 99 g
for Magic Mouse 2 Broadcom BCM2042A4KFBGH Bluetooth Chip Other Information: Multi-touch surface with vertical gesture support, horizontal, and diagonal 360° scrolling one button ambidextrous &amp; Gtable design Laser tracking engine (more smooth—use on almost any surface) Bluetooth connectiony Operating system support Mac OS X v10.5.8,
v10.6.1 or later with wireless mouse software update 1.0. This update is essential for the magic mouse to operate. iPadOS 13.4 or later (scrolling and gestures are not supported[14]). Windows 7, Windows XP, Windows Vista using boot camp tool under Mac OS X. To work with Windows 7, Mac OS X Lion is required because the latest drivers are only
available with a version of Boot Camp that can be installed on Mac OS X Lion. Extracted from the native boot camp Windows XP, Vista, and Windows 7 drivers, 32-bit and 64-bit (not supported by Apple). [15] Linux as Kernel 2.6.34-rc1[16] Also see Apple Keyboard Magic Trackpad Apple Mouse Magic Keyboard Magic Trackpad 2 Magic Mouse 2 References
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the Magic Mouse 2. Gizmodo. Retrieved December 9, 2015. External Magic Mouse Links – Apple Store (U.S.) Magic Mouse Teardown on iFixit Retrieved from 2Series of 32 bit CISC microprocessors this article is about the family of microprocessors. For the first microprocessor of this kind in that family, look at the Motorola 680. Motorola
68000DesignerMotorolaBits32-bitIntroduced1979; 42 years ago (1979)DesignCISCBranchingCondition codeEndiannessBigRegistersGeneral purpose8 × 32-bit data registers + 7 32-bit address registers also usable for most operations + stack pointerFloating point8 × 80-bit if FP present The Motorola 68000 series (also known as 680x0, m68000, m68k, or
68k) is a family of 32-bit complex computer set training (CISC) microprocessors. During the 1980s and early 1990s, they were popular on PCs and workstations, and were early competitors of Intel's X86 microprocessor. They were more known as processors used in early Apple Macs, Sharp X68000, Commodore Amiga, QL Sinclair, ST Atari, Genesis Sega
(Mega Drive), AT&amp;T UnixPC, 16/16B/Spicy Model 6000, Sun Micro Systems Sun-1, Sun-2 and Sun-3, NeXT Computer, Texas Instrument TI-89/TI-92 Calculator, Palm Pilot (all models running Palm OS 4.x or earlier) and space shuttle. Although no modern desktop computer is based on processors in the 680x0 series, derivative processors are still
widely used in embedded systems. Motorola halted the development of the 680x0 series architecture in 1994 and replaced it with the Risc PowerPC architecture, which was developed along with IBM and Apple Computers as part of the AIM Alliance. Family members Generation one (internally 16/32-bit, and produced with 8-, 16-, and 32-bit interfaces)
Motorola 68000 Motorola 68EC000 Motorola 68SEC000 Motorola 68HC000 Motorola 68008 Motorola 68010 Motorola 68012 Generation two (internally fully 32-bit) Motorola 68020 Motorola 68EC020 Motorola 68030 Motorola 68EC030 Generation three (pipelined) Motorola 68040 Motorola 68EC040 Motorola 68LC040 Generation four (superscalar) Motorola
68060 Motorola 68EC060 Motorola 68LC060 Others Freescale 683XX (CPU32 aka 68330, 68360 aka QUICC) Freescale ColdFire Freescale DragonBall Philips 68070 Improvement history 68010: Virtual memory support (restartable instructions) 'loop mode' for faster string and memory library primitives multiply instruction uses 14 clock ticks less 68020: 32bit address &amp; arithmetic logic unit (ALU) Three stage pipeline Instruction cache of 256 bytes Unrestricted word and longword data access (see alignment) 8× multiprocessing ability Larger multiply (32×32 -&gt; 64 bits) and (64÷32 -&gt; 32 bit quotes and 32 bits remaining) instructions, and bit manipulation field addressing mode have been added indexing
scale and another level of indirect low cost, EC = 24-bit address 68030: split training and cache data from 256 bytes per unit of memory management on chip (MMU) (6885 1) LOW COST EC = NO MMU BURST MEMORY INTERFACE 68040: TRAINING AND CACHE DATA OF 4 KB OF ALL SIX PIPELINE STEPS ON FLOATING CHIP UNIT POINT (FPU)
FPU LACKS IEEE FUNCTIONAL ABILITY TO TRANSCENDENTAL FPU IMITATION WORKS WITH 2E71M AND LATER LOW COST LC CHIP REVISION = NO LOW COST EC FPU = NO FPU &AMP; MMU 68060 : Training and cache data of 8 KB of each 10 stages of the two-cycle pipeline multiplied by the multiplication of the unit cycle of the forecasting
dual training pipeline guidelines at the single generation address (AGU) resulting in the supply of two cycles before ALU low cost LC = no low-cost EC MMU = no MMU &amp; FPU Features Map of the Year CPU Frequency Pack (Max) [at MHz] Address Bit Bus MMU FPU 1979 68000 64-pin dual in-line package (DIP), 68-pin LCC, 68-pin grid array (PGA)[1]
8–20 24-1982 68010 64-pin DIP, 68-pin PLCC, 68-pin PGA[2] 8–16.67 24 68451 - 1984 68020 114-PIN PGA[3] 12.5–33.33 32 68 851 68881 - 68EC020 100-pin Quad Flat Package (QFP)[4] 16.7–25 24 - - 1987 68030 132-pin QFP (33 max MHz) , 128-pin PGA[5] 16–50 32 MMU 68881 68EC030 132-pin QFP, 128-pin PGA 25 32 - 68881 1991 68040 179pin PGA,[6] 184-pin QFP[7] 20–40 32 MMU FPU 68LC040 PGA,[7] 184-pin QFP[7] 20–33 32 MMU - 68EC040 20–33[7] 32 - - 1994 68060 206-pin PGA[8][9] 50–75 32 MMU FPU 68LC060 206-pin PGA ,[8][9] 208-pin QFP[10] 50–75 32 MMU - 68EC060 206-pin PGA[8][9] 50–75 32 - Main uses The Sega Genesis used a 68000 clocked at 7.67 MHz as its
main CPU. The 680x0 line of processors has been used in various systems, from the modern high-end Texas Instrument Calculator (TI-89, TI-92, and Travel 200 Lines) to all members of the Palm Pilot Series that run Palm OS 1.x to 4.x (ARM-based OS 5.x), and even hardened versions with radiation in critical space shuttle control systems. However, the
680x0 CPU family became more known as the power processors of advanced desktop computers and video game consoles such as Apple's Macs, the Amiga Commodore, Sinclair QL, ST Atari, SNK NG AES/Neo Geo CD, Atari Jaguar, Commodore CD TV, and a few others. The 680x0 was also the processor of choice in the 1980s for Unix workstations and
servers such as AT&amp;T's UnixPC, the Tandy 16/16B/60 model, the Sun Microsystems Sun-1, Sun-2, Sun-3, NeXT computer, silicon graphics (SGI), and many more. There was a 680 version of the CP/M called CP/M-68K, which was initially suggested to be the ATARI ST operating system, but Atari chose the TOS atari instead. Many CP/M-68K systemspecific ports were available, for example, TriSoft has a port of CP/M-68K for Model 16/16B/6000. Also, and perhaps significantly, was the first of several versions of Adobe script commentators based on 680. The 68,000 iPad LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus were faster than the version used at the time on Mac watch computers. Fast 68030 in later script
commentators, including standard resolution laser writers IIntx, IIf and IIg (also 300 dpi), higher resolution LaserWriter Pro Series 600 (usually 600 dpi, But limited to 300 dpi with minimal RAM installed) and very high resolution Linotronic images, 200PS (1500+ dpi) and 300PS (2500+ dpi). After that, Adobe generally preferred a RISC for its processor, as its
competitors, with their PostScript clones, had already gone with RISCs that were often an AMD 29000 series. Adobe script commentators based in the early 680's and their hardware for U.S. missiles and missiles were named during the Cold War: Atlas, Redstone, etc. Today, these systems are either at the end of the line (in Atari's case), or they use
different processors (in the case of Macs, Amiga, Sun, and SGI). Since these platforms had their peak market share in the 1980s, their main manufacturers either no longer support or disable an operating system for this hardware. However, GNU/Linux, NetBSD and OpenBSD platforms still include support for 680 processors. The 680 processors were also
used as the main processors in the Sega Genesis (Mega Drive) and SNK Neo Geo consoles. Other consoles such as Saturn's Sega used the 680 for audio processing and other I/O tasks, while Jaguar Atari included a 680 intended to control the base system and input processing, but due to Jaguar's unusual classification of unbalanced processors it was
also frequently used to run the logic of the game. Many Arcade boards also used 680 processors, including those from Capcom, SNK, and Sega. Microcontrollers derived from the 680 family have been used in a wide variety of applications. For example, CPU32 and ColdFire microcontrollers are built in millions as motor vehicle controllers. Many dedicated
video editing systems used 680 processors. In this category, macroSystem Casablanca was an easy-to-use black box of graphical interfaces (1997). It was intended for the amateur videograph and entertainment market. It's also worth noting that its previous, larger and more professional counterpart, DraCo (1995), the groundbreaking Quantell Pint-Bux
series of 24-bit color and basic effects system was originally released in 1981 and used almost the entire range of 680 family processors in its lifetime, with the exception of only 68,060 that were never implemented in its design. Another contender in the video arena, the Abekas 8150 DVE system, uses several, using 680EC30, and Trinity Poly, later renamed
The Globe Castor The Bosch FGS-4000/4500 video graphics system manufactured by Robert Bosch's company, later BTS (1983), used a 68,000 as its main processor; it was driving a few others to perform 3D animation on a computer that could easily apply Gouraud and Phong shadows. It runs the modified Motorola Verzados operating system.
Architectural people familiar with PDP-11 or VAX usually feel comfortable with the 680. With the exception of a divergence of general target registrations to specialized data and address registration, architecture 680 is in many ways a 32-bit PDP-11. The set of instructions had more methogenal than many processors that came before (e.g., 8080) and then
(like x86). That is, it was normally possible to combine operations freely with operands, rather than being limited to the use of specific addressing modes with specific instructions. The property made programming relatively easy for humans, as well as making it easier for compilers to write code generators. The 680 instruction set can be divided into the
following broad categories: Load and Save Account (MOVE) (ADD, SUB, MULS, MULU, DIVS, DIVU) Bit Shift (ASL, ASR, LSL, LSR) Bit Rotation (ROR, ROL, ROXL, ROXR) Logic Operations (and, or, No, EOR) conversion type (bytes to word and vice versa) conditional and unconditional branches (BRA, Bcc - BEQ, BNE, BHI, BLO, BMI, BPL, etc.)
stimulates and returns Subroutine (BSR, RTS) stack management (LINK, UNLK, PEA) causing and responding to discontinuation of handling there is no equivalent to the x86 processor instructions to determine what processor or MMU or FPU exists. 68050 and 68070 this section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citing
reliable sources. Materials without source may be challenged and removed. (October 2013) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) there is no 68050, though at one point it was a project in Motorola. The publication of the odd number had always been a reaction to the issues raised in the previous section even numbered; Hence, it was
generally expected that the 68050 would have reduced power consumption of 68040 (resulting in heat loss), improved handling of exceptions in the FPU, the use of smaller feature sizes, and microcad optimization in line with the application's use of instructions. Many of these optimizations were included with 68,060 and were part of its design goals. For
whatever reason, the 68,060 was most likely in development, that the Intel 80486 was not progressing as fast as Motorola assumed, and 68,060 was a demanding project, 68,050 canceled early in development. There is also no revision to the 68,060, as Motorola was shifting away from 680 and 88k processor lines to its new PowerPC business, so the
68070 was never developed. If it were, it would have revised 68060, most likely with superior FPU Widely speculated on Usenet). Motorola mainly used numbers even for major revisions to the cpu core such as the 680, 68020, 68040 and 68060. The 68,010 was a revised version of the 68,000 with minor changes to the core, and so the revised 68030 68020
was more powerful with some features, none of them significant enough to classify as a major upgrade to the core. There was a CPU with a set of 68,070, a licensed version somewhat slower than 16.32-bit 680 with the basic DMA controller, I²C host and serial port on the chip. The 68,070 was used as the main processor on the Philips CD-i. But the
processor was produced by Philips and was not officially part of motorola's 680x0 combination. The last generation 4 68060 offers equivalent capabilities (though not teaching the architectural suite compatibility) to many of intel's P5 microarchive features. Other types of IBM-based XT/370 and AT/370 PC personal computers compatible with the original
frames each included two modified Motorola 68000 processors with custom microcads to mimic the S/370 mainframe instructions. [11] [12] After the deterioration of 68,000 mainline processors, the 68,000 family has been used somewhat in embedded microcontroller and microprocessor versions. They include the chips listed above under The Other, such as
the CPU32 (aka 68,330), TheHead Fire, QUICC and Dragonball. With the advent of FPGA technology have re-created an international team of hardware developers 68000 with many improvements as an FPGA core. Their nuclei are known as 68,080 and are used in vampire-branded Amiga accelerators. [13] Magnetic inscriptions used a subset of 680
instructions as the basis for virtual machine in their textual adventures. Desktop competitors competed largely against Intel's x86 architecture used in IBM PC compatibles during the 1980s and early 1990s, when the 680s were widely used on desktop computers. The 680-generation 1 PPOs largely competed against 8,086, 8,088 and 16-bit 80,286. The 2nd
generation competed against the 80,386 processor (the first 32-bit x86 processor), and the 3rd generation competed against the 80,486. The fourth generation competed with the pentium P5 line, but it wasn't nearly as widely used as its predecessors, as much of the old 680's market was either extinct or almost that way (as was the case with Atari and
NeXT), or converted into newer architectures (PowerPC for Macs and Amiga, SPARC for the Sun, and MIPS for Silicon Graphics (SGI)). Original article Embedded: Microcontroller § There are dozens of cpu architectures that are successful in embedded systems. There are some microcontrollers that are much simpler, smaller, and cheaper than 680, while
others are fairly sophisticated and can run complex software. Embedded versions of the 68000 often compete with powerPC-based cpu architecture, ARM,  و ﺑﻘﻴﻪ،ﺳﻮﭘﺮ ه. References ^ cpu-world.com - Motorola 68000 microprocessor family 2012-11-17 ^ cpu-world.com - Motorola 68010 (MC68010) family 2012-11-17 ^ cpu-world.com - Motorola 68020
(MC68020) microprocessor family 2012-12-12 ^ cpu-world.com - Motorola MC68EC020FG16 2012-11-17 ^ cpu-world.com - Motorola 68030 (MC68030) microprocessor family, 2012-11-17 ^ cpu-world.com - Motorola 68040 (MC68040) microprocessor family, 2012-11-17 ^ a b c d freescale.com - M68040 User's Manual, 2007-05-08 ^ a b c cpu-world.com Motorola 68060 processor family, 2012-11-22 ^ a b c freescale.com - M68060 User's Manual, 2010-07-28 ^ Archive.org - Amiga Format review of 68LC060-based accelerator board ^ Implementation of IBM System 370 Via Co-Microprocessors/The Co-Processor... - IPCOM000059679D - IP.com. Priorartdatabase.com. Retrieved 2020-07-23. ^ Scott Mueller
Upgrading and Repairing PCs, Second Edition, Que Books, 1992, ISBN 0-88022-856-3 pages 73–75, page 94 ^ Boehn, Gunnar von. APOLLO 68080 - High Performance Processor. www.apollo-core.com. Retrieved 2017-09-29.  و ﺗﺤﺖ ﺷﺮاﯾﻂ ﻣﺠﻮز ﻣﺠﺪد2008  ﻧﻮاﻣﺒﺮ1  اﯾﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس ﻣﻮاد ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷﺪه از ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮓ ﻟﻐﺖ راﯾﮕﺎن در ﺧﻂ ﻣﺤﺎﺳﺒﺎت ﻗﺒﻞ ازGFDL، ﻧﺴﺨﻪ
 ﯾﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ از آن ﮔﻨﺠﺎﻧﯿﺪه ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ1.3. Bibliography Howe, Dennis, ed. (1983).  ﻟﻨﺪن، اﻣﭙﺮﯾﺎل ﮐﺎﻟﺞ.راﯾﮕﺎن در ﺧﻂ دﯾﮑﺸﻨﺮی ﻣﺤﺎﺳﺒﺎت. . Retrieved September 4, 2007.  ﻣﺠﻤﻊ ﻣﺠﻠﻪ۶۸۰ : ﭘﯿﻮﻧﺪﻫﺎی ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ وﯾﮑﯽ ﺑﻮک ﻫﺎ ﮐﺘﺎﺑﯽ در ﻣﻮﺿﻮعBYTE،  ﺑﺎزﯾﺎﺑﯽ ﺷﺪه از۶۸۰  ﺧﺎﻧﻮاده: ۱۹۸۶ ﺳﭙﺘﺎﻣﺒﺮ
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